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The origin of nano lies in the secret of velocity of light, as we all know Velocity of light c = 1/(muo× epso)^0.5 
= 3×10^8 So (muo×epso)^0.5= 1/(3×10^8) = 3.33×10^-9 = 3.33 nano second per meter.. hence reaction 

rate for nano sized particle is 1/c = 3.33 Nano second. Hence nano particles of size 3.33 nano meter possess 
entire different character to their macro size particles that is to say nano particles behave differently to the 
electrical and magnetic field and are highly dynamic in nature and behave as if they possess sense as compared 
to their higher sized. So to create sense one needs to go to nano sized...so in the medium like water available in 
plenty in ocean where all the life forming elements are available in nano size thus any single photon will create 
sense thus every nano sized carbon and water available in the Ocean behaves sensibly to the photon being 
absorbed thus life originated first in the ocean and this is also evident from the Vedic literature available in the 
Hindu mythology that the first incarnation of Lord Vishnu is Pisces or Pisces Avatar that is fishes who started 
life and with evolution life moved from ocean to the land because life or soul is always dynamic and in search 
of its cause so once moved to the land due to the oceanic tides occurring due to the moon and sun gravitational 
field and due to the rotation of earth on its axis....hence like churning of ocean to get all then 14 jewels from 
the Churning of the sea. 
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